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Abstract
It has long been known that under the right circumstances, inertial particles (such as sand, dust,
pollen, or water droplets) settling through the atmospheric boundary layer can experience a
net enhancement in their average settling velocity due to their inertia. Since this enhance-
ment arises due to their interactions with the surrounding turbulence it must be modelled
at coarse scales. Models for the enhanced settling velocity (or deposition) of the dispersed
phase that find practical use in mesoscale weather models are often ad hoc or are built on
phenomenological closure assumptions, meaning that the general deposition rate of particles
is a key uncertainty in these models. Instead of taking a phenomenological approach, exact
phase-space methods can be used to model the physical mechanisms responsible for the
enhanced settling, and these individual mechanisms can be estimated or modelled to build
a more general parameterization of the enhanced settling of inertial particles. In this work,
we use direct numerical simulations (DNS) and phase-space methods as tools to evaluate
the efficacy of phenomenological modeling approaches for the enhanced settling velocity
of inertial particles for particles with varying friction Stokes numbers and settling velocity
parameters. We use the DNS data to estimate profiles of a drift–diffusion based parame-
terization of the fluid velocity sampled by the particles, which is key for determining the
settling velocity behaviour of particles with low to moderate Stokes number. We find that
by increasing the settling velocity parameter at moderate friction Stokes number, the mag-
nitude of preferential sweeping is modified, and this behaviour is explained by the drift
component of the aforementioned parameterization. These profiles indicate that that when
eddy-diffusivity-like closures are used to represent turbulent transport, empirical corrections
used in phenomenological modelsmay be potentially compensating for their incompleteness.
Finally, we discuss opportunities for reinterpreting phenomenological approaches for use in
coarse-scale weather models in terms of the exact phase-space approach.
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1 Introduction

A detailed and fundamental understanding of the processes responsible for the dispersion
of dust and sand particles (about 0.5–100 µm in size (Kok et al. 2012; Shao 2008)) in the
atmospheric boundary layer is of utmost importance for accurate modeling of their impact
on biogeochemical cycles (Ryder et al. 2018), global radiation balance (Miller et al. 2006),
air quality (Querol et al. 2019), and a host of other processes. More fundamentally, the
interactions between dust particles and turbulent air present an interesting and important
multi-scale physics and engineering problem. Dust and sand particles are emitted from the
ground through a series of complex interactions between gravity,wind stresses from synoptic-
scale events, electrostatic forces, and other dynamic forces (Kok et al. 2012). Under certain
circumstances, these particles may rise high into the atmosphere (Kok et al. 2017) and be
transported thousands of kilometers away (Shao 2008) (depending on their size). Part of
the challenge of predicting the global transport in the atmosphere is accurate prediction of
the rate at which particles of different sizes settle out of the atmosphere under the action of
gravity (through their Stokes settling velocity), and how different scales of turbulent motion
in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) either enhance or suppress this process.

It has long been known that under net settling conditions, heavy particles settling through
turbulence can experience a net enhancement in their average settling velocity, and many
studies have linked this to their inertia (Wang and Maxey 1993; Aliseda et al. 2002; Good
et al. 2014; Brandt and Coletti 2022). A particle’s inertia is quantified by its Stokes number,
which is the ratio between the particle’s relaxation timescale, and a fluid timescale. A related
parameter is the settling velocity parameter, which is the ratio of the Stokes settling velocity
to a characteristic fluid velocity. Settling velocity enhancement comes from a variety of
sources, but pertinent to the work presented here is the preferential sweeping mechanism
(Wang andMaxey 1993; Tom andBragg 2019), which says that when the turbulence is locally
homogeneous and there are no mean gradients in the turbulence properties, inertial particles
settling under the force of gravity preferentially sample the downward side of turbulent
eddies. This means that on average, the fluid velocities they sample are negative, which leads
to an enhancement of the average settling velocity above what would be predicted by the
Stokes settling velocity. It can be difficult to observe the enhanced settling velocity due to
preferential sweeping in the natural environment, but nevertheless, Nemes et al. (2017) and
Li et al. (2021) presented field observations of snowflakes falling through a neutral boundary
layer that had fall speeds much higher than their estimated Stokes settling velocity, and they
argued that the enhancement was due to preferential sweeping.

Understanding and being able to predict the magnitude of this effect as a function of
Stokes number and settling velocity parameter is of utmost importance for accurate modeling
of both the horizontal and vertical dispersion of particles and aerosols. Since the magnitude
of the interactions between the particles and turbulent eddies are not known a priori, they
must be modelled. On the one hand, in controlled numerical and laboratory experiments,
empirical expressions for the enhanced settling velocity in terms of the Stokes number,
settling parameter and Reynolds number have been proposed for homogeneous isotropic
turbulence (Rosa et al. 2016). Meanwhile, models for the enhanced settling velocity (or
deposition) of the dispersed phase that find practical use in mesoscale weather models (a list
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of which can be found in Kukkonen et al. (2012)) are often quite simple and ad hoc or are
built on phenomenological closure assumptions, such as representing the enhancing effects
on particle transport by turbulence through an eddy diffusivity approximation, discussed
more below. This means that the average settling rate of particles is a key uncertainty in these
models in general. Even simpler models in use may take a crude approach, which, roughly
speaking, represents the enhanced settling velocity as a sum of the Stokes settling velocity
and an additive correction based on the collection efficiencies of various land use categories
(Slinn and Slinn 1980; Slinn 1982; Zhang 2001; Emerson et al. 2020; Farmer et al. 2021).
These approaches are known as resistance-based approaches, and are discussed at length in
Seinfeld and Pandis (1998).

Instead of these ad hoc resistance approaches, others have developed relationships between
the surface flux andmean concentration profilewhich are based on the conservation equations
for particle concentration. In the limit of assuming that the diffusive effects of turbulence
on the particles are in exact balance with gravitational settling, one arrives at the so-called
“Rouse profile” (Rouse 1937; Prandtl 1952; Boudreau andHill 2020). This simple power-law
profile has been extended for non-equilibrium conditions (meaning a net constant downward
or upward flux) (Hoppel 2005; Kind 1992) and non-neutral atmospheric stability (Freire et al.
2016). The Rouse profile serves as a yardstick by which to compare high Reynolds number
laboratory experiments (Berk and Coletti 2020) and direct numerical simulations (Richter
and Chamecki 2018), but is only accurate in the limit of vanishing inertia. Corrections to
account for the effect of particle inertia in the near-wall region (the viscous sub-layer) have
been applied to the mass conserving approach. The common application is to practically
model a process known as impaction, which is the term used to refer to the rate at which
settling particles impact a canopy element based on their ability to adjust to changes in fluid
streamlines, which is a function of the particle inertia (Emerson et al. 2020). Thus the degree
to which inertia is relevant to a particle’s settling behaviour in phenomenological models is
often contained within the impaction component of the model. In order to parameterize the
effect of different land use categories on the settling behaviour (such as grasslands, forests,
and water surfaces, for example) empirical corrections and significant model calibration are
required, as the details can vary significantly depending on the land use category (Zhang
2001; Farmer et al. 2021).

As an alternative to the phenomenological approaches discussed above, exact phase-space
methods which quantify the evolution of the probability density function of an ensemble of
particles, such as that outlined in Pope (2000), can be used to explicitly represent the settling
velocity as the sumof distinctmechanismswhich can be estimated ormodelled to build amore
general parameterization of the enhanced settling of inertial particles. In a recent paper, Bragg
et al. (2021a) used this approach to identify the important mechanisms governing particle
settling in coupled direct numerical simulations of a turbulent boundary layer and Lagrangian
point particles for negative net flux (settling) conditions. They computed averaged profiles of
each of the terms, confirming that for settling conditions within the interior of the turbulent
boundary layer (what they refer to as the quasi-homogeneous region), the dominant settling
mechanisms for low and moderate Stokes number were the Stokes settling velocity and
preferential sweeping. At higher Stokes number, they additionally identified turbophoresis
as an important mechanism. Finally, they discussed the necessity of a drift–diffusion type
closure (Reeks 1992; Skartlien 2007; Bragg et al. 2012b) for modeling the fluid velocities
sampled by the settling particles, though they do not quote an exact form.

In this paper, we take inspiration from Bragg et al. (2021a) and discuss two different
approaches for modeling the settling of inertial particles through turbulent boundary layers
at different friction Stokes numbers (St+) and settling velocity parameters (Sv+). The first
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approach is based on the phase-space probability of the ensemble of particles discussed in
both Bragg et al. (2021a) and Skartlien (2007). This method is exact but unclosed; we adopt
the drift–diffusion closure discussed in Reeks (1992) to model the fluid velocities sampled by
the particle. We then use the DNS data to assist in estimating the magnitude and the overall
behaviour of the components of this closure across the quasi-homogeneous region of the
turbulent boundary layer for varying St+ and Sv+. We then consider a phenomenological
but mass-conserving approach discussed in Hoppel (2005) and Giardina and Buffa (2018).
This approach is similar to the ad hoc resistance based approaches discussed earlier. The
phenomenological approach is based on an eddy-diffusivity closure for the turbulent flux
of particles, which allows us to solve the governing differential equation for an equation
for average vertical particle velocity at a reference height. We show that while these ad
hoc approaches might provide reasonable deposition estimates, the approach they take is
fundamentally inappropriate as they are assuming a priori that the turbulent fluxes can be
modelled specifically as a diffusive process, and not one that includes a drift component. We
then discuss the implications of the different approaches for modeling the settling of inertial
particles and recommend improvements that have potential to be implemented in operational
models.

In Sect. 2 we introduce the numerical model, and the equations of motion for both the
carrier phase and the dispersed phase, and finally outline the series of Numerical Experiments
for the rest of the work. Section3 outlines the phase-space and closure assumption that will be
employed in the paper, as well as details regarding the phenomenological modeling approach
that will serve as a comparative lens by which to view the results. Section4 highlights the
results for the two Numerical Experiments described in Sect. 2, and finally Sect. 5 provides
a brief summary of the results and a discussion of the comparison between the two modeling
approaches.

2 Model Setup

2.1 Carrier Phase

In thiswork,we use theNCARTurbulencewithLagrangian ParticlesModel (NTLP) tomodel
one-way coupled inertial particles settling through a turbulent boundary layer, which has been
used for numerous particle-laden turbulence studies (Richter and Chamecki 2018;Wang et al.
2019; Gao et al. 2023). For the carrier phase, we use direct numerical simulations (DNS)
to solve the three dimensional incompressible constant density Navier-Stokes equations in a
turbulent open channel flow setup:

Du
Dt

= − 1

ρa
∇ p + ν∇2u − 1

ρa

d P

dx
x̂, (1)

∇ · u = 0. (2)

A schematic of the setup is presented in Fig. 1. In the above equations, D
Dt represents the

material derivative,u represents the three dimensional flowvelocity, p represents the turbulent
pressure field, ρa is the air density, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The flow is one-way
coupled, meaning that the flow does not feel the effects of the dispersed phase.

At the lower boundary, a no-slip boundary condition is enforced, while at the upper
boundary, a no-stress boundary condition is enforced. The domain is periodic in the x and
y directions. The background state of the carrier phase is established by accelerating the
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flow with an imposed pressure gradient, −dP/dx > 0 (note that x̂ is the unit vector in
the streamwise direction) and allowing the flow to become turbulent. The magnitude of the
pressure gradient allows us to define a friction velocity uτ = √

τw/ρa , where τw is the stress
at the lower boundary. Using the friction velocity, the height of the domain, H , and viscosity
of the carrier phase, we can define a friction Reynolds number of Reτ = uτ H

ν
. Friction

Reynolds numbers for each simulation presented in this work can be found in Tables 1 and
2.

2.2 Dispersed Phase

For each particle (the dispersed phase), we apply the point-particle approximation and solve
the conservation of momentum for a rigid spherical particle subjected to linear hydrodynamic
drag and the gravitational force:

dv p

dt
= 1

τp

(
up − v p

) − g, (3)

dx p

dt
= v p. (4)

Here, v p represents the three dimensional velocity vector of each particle, x p is the location
of each particle, g is the gravitational acceleration (which only affects accelerations in the
z direction), up is the flow velocity evaluated at the location of the particle, and τp is the
relaxation timescale of the particle, defined as:

τp = ρpd2p
18ρaν

, (5)

where ρp is the particle density and dp is the particle diameter.
Once the system is at equilibrium, a vertically constantmass flux ismaintained by injecting

Lagrangian particles at the upper boundary of the domain with a downward vertical velocity
equal to their Stokes settling velocity (τpg) at a random horizontal location. Particles are
removed from the domain once they contact the bottom boundary, ensuring that a new particle
is re-injected after one is removed thereby maintaining a constant particle number. Particles
are also allowed to rebound elastically from the upper boundary, though this happens rarely.

Using the friction velocity and the kinematic viscosity of the carrier phase, we can non-
dimensionalize the particle diameter, particle relaxation timescale, and the Stokes settling
velocity;

d+ = dpuτ

ν
, St+ = τpu2τ

ν
, Sv+ = τpg

uτ

. (6)

For the rest of this study, the normalized particle diameter (which can also be interpreted as a
particle Reynolds number) is held fixed at d+ = 0.236. St+ is a viscous Stokes number and
quantifies the inertia of the particle. Sv+ is the settling velocity parameter, which with this
definition is directly related to the Rouse number from Rouse-Prandtl theory (Rouse 1937;
Prandtl 1952). Finally, we will also refer to the integral Stokes number St = τp/τL , where τL
is the Lagrangian integral timescale (also known as the Lagrangian timescale of turbulence).
For a turbulent boundary layer, the Lagrangian integral timescale increases with height as
turbulent motions higher in the boundary layer are highly correlated with themselves for
longer. More information on the computation of this parameter can be found in Sect. 3.1.
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Fig. 1 The domain is a rectangular channel of height H , streamwise length 2πH and spanwise width πH .
The carrier phase is subjected to a constant pressure gradient in the streamwise direction, and the boundary
conditions enforced at the top and bottomboundaries are no-stress and no-slip respectively,while the horizontal
boundary conditions are periodic. Particles are injected at the upper boundary at a random horizontal location
with an initial velocity equal to τpg and removed when they contact the bottom boundary. They are allowed
to rebound elastically off the upper boundary

2.3 Numerical Experimental Setup

In this manuscript, we take two Numerical Experimental approaches. The first is to vary
St+ and Sv+ independently, and parameter values for these cases can be found in Table 1.
This has been done in several studies focusing on the dominant mechanisms responsible for
inertial particle settling in turbulent boundary layers (Bragg et al. 2021a, b) and homogeneous
isotropic turbulence (Wang and Maxey 1993; Rosa et al. 2016). Practically speaking, to
choose St+, we vary the particle density, ρp , whereas to choose Sv+, we vary the magnitude
of the gravitational acceleration, g. Thus, in addition to the relaxation timescale τp , there is
a second timescale associated with Sv+ that is proportional to τs = √

�g−1, where � is some
length scale.

The second experimental approach we take is to couple St+ and Sv+ though a parameter
we denote as �. When studying particle deposition processes in geophysical contexts (i.e.
deposition over the ocean, glaciers, tundras, forest canopies, etc.), g is not a free parameter,
and Sv+ and St+ are not independent but are instead linked through characteristics of the
turbulent flow (i.e. a known ν, uτ , and g). Thus a particle’s inertia and its settling velocity are
physically coupled, and can be written: Sv+ = �St+, where � = νg/u3τ . In order to make a
comparison between our work and pre-existing work on the deposition of inertial particles,
we include several cases where St+ and Sv+ are not varied independently. Parameter values
for these cases are shown in Table 2.

The cases in Table 1 were chosen to have Reτ = 630, while the cases in Table 2 have
Reτ = 315, which is the same Reτ as the simulations presented in Bragg et al. (2021a). It is
well known that a there is a significant portion of the flow at both these Reynolds numbers
that exhibit the traditional logarithmic behaviour in the quasi-homogeneous layer (Kantha
and Clayson 2000; Bragg et al. 2021a), so we do not expect any significant Reynolds number
dependence between the two sets of cases.

3 Models of Particle Deposition

In this section, we will highlight some of the main details of the two modeling approaches
for the deposition of inertial particles in a turbulent boundary layer, with specific interest in
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Table 1 The above table
highlights the experiments
discussed in Sect. 3.1

Reτ Sv+ St+ � Nx × Ny × Nz

630 0.025 0.1 0.25 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.025 10 0.0025 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.025 100 0.00025 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.1 0.1 1 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.1 10 0.01 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.1 100 0.001 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.25 0.1 2.5 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.25 10 0.025 256 × 256 × 256

630 0.25 100 0.0025 256 × 256 × 256

Wewill refer to this set of simulations as “Numerical Experiment 1". Reτ
is the friction Reynolds number, Sv+ is the settling velocity parameter in
terms of viscous units, St+ is the Stokes number in terms of viscous units,
� is the ratio of Sv+ and St+, and Nx × Ny × Nz are the number of grid
points in the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions respectively.
For this experiment, St+ and Sv+ are independently varied

Table 2 The above table
highlights the experiments
discussed 3.3

Reτ Sv+ St+ � Nx × Ny × Nz

315 0.00025 0.1 0.0025 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.0025 1 0.0025 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.025 10 0.0025 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.25 100 0.0025 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.0001 0.1 0.001 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.001 1 0.001 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.01 10 0.001 128 × 128 × 128

315 0.1 100 0.001 128 × 128 × 128

We will refer to this set of simulations as “Numerical Experiment 2".
The Parameters take the same definitions as those discussed in Table 1.
Note that in these cases St+ and Sv+ are coupled, meaning that � is
held constant for each subset of cases

the dominant behaviour in the log layer. This layer is often taken to represent to lowest 100m
of the atmospheric boundary layer, and its characteristics are instrumental in determining
the dominant processes which control inertial particle settling. The first approach begins
from the phase-space equation of the joint probability density function of the particles and
will be the main approach we will discuss. This approach has the benefit of introducing no
additional approximations other than the ones already found in the equations describing the
motion of the dispersed and carrier phases (Bragg et al. 2021a). The second model is based
off of a common eddy diffusivity approximation for the turbulent flux of particles found in
the dry deposition literature (Hoppel 2002, 2005; Giardina and Buffa 2018; Farmer et al.
2021). This method has found practical and operational use but relies on a phenomenological
closure scheme necessarily requiring empirical corrections. It is important to note that these
methods take different approaches to estimate the same quantity; the average vertical particle
velocity controlling the vertical flux.
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In the following sections, we will show both the phase-space model and the phenomeno-
logical closure models, omitting some details for brevity and referring to external literature
when reasonable.

3.1 Phase-Space Approach

The overall goal of this section is to highlight the steps in the derivation of a statistical
model that predicts the vertical settling velocity taking into account the effects of particle
inertia, gravity, and turbulence inhomogeneity. First, we begin by defining the joint PDF in
position-velocity phase-space, P , as:

P = 〈δ(x p − x)δ(v p − v)〉, (7)

where x p and v p are the time-dependent particle position and velocity relative to the origin,
while x and v are the time-independent position and velocity coordinates of the phase-space
in which the particle motion is being described. Here, δ(·) is the Dirac delta function and 〈·〉
denotes an ensemble average over all realizations of the system. Taking a time derivative of
P , we can form an evolution equation of the phase-space probability density for the particles:

∂P
∂t

+ ∇x · (〈v〉x,vP) + ∇v · (〈v̇〉x,vP) = 0, (8)

where v̇ is the time derivative of the velocity, and 〈·〉x,v denotes an ensemble average con-
ditioned on x p(t) = x, v p(t) = v. The operators ∇x and ∇v represent derivatives with
respect position and velocity respectively. To obtain a governing equation for the number
concentration of the particles, we can integrate the above equation over all velocities:

∂


∂t
+ ∇x · (〈v p〉x


) = 0, (9)

where the particle number concentration is defined by:


(x, t) =
∫

Pdv, (10)

and the particle mean momentum conditioned on x p(t) = x is defined by:


〈v p〉x =
∫

vPdv. (11)

Equations (10) and (11) are consequences of the sifting property of the Dirac delta function.
Thus, at steady state, the governing equation for the number concentration is:

∇x · (

〈v p〉x

) = 0. (12)

By assuming a horizontally periodic domain, as we do in the simulations, the above equation
simplifies to:

∂

∂z

(

〈wp〉z

) = 0, (13)

where 〈wp〉z is the average vertical component of the particle velocity conditioned on z p(t) =
z. Thus, we can compute the total vertical flux as the product of the number concentration
and the average particle setting velocity as:


〈wp〉z = F, (14)
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where F is the constant vertical number flux of the inertial particles, thereby giving us an
algebraic relationship between the averaged vertical particle velocity, the total flux, and the
horizontally averaged number concentration profile. Note that in practice, for the statistically
stationary, horizontally homogeneous system we are considering, the conditional averages
〈·〉z can be evaluated by spatial averaging over the homogeneous directions, as well as aver-
aging in time.

At this point, we have not yet introduced a model for the average settling velocity, 〈wp〉z ,
in terms flow and particle properties. To do so, we form an evolution equation for the first
moment of the joint PDF given by (11). This is done rigorously in previous work for particle
momentum equations that contain hydrodynamic drag and gravity (see Skartlien 2007, Bragg
et al. 2021a), so the exact algebraic details will be omitted here, and the result for a statistically
stationary, horizontally homogeneous flow is:


〈wp〉z = 
〈u p〉z − 
vg − τp

∂

∂z

(
1

2
〈wp〉2z

)
− τp

∂

∂z

S, (15)

where 〈u p〉z represents the average vertical fluid velocities sampled by particles at height
z p(t) = z, vg = τpg is the Stokes settling velocity, and S represents the variance of the
vertical particle velocity for particles at height z p(t) = z. It is important to note that there
are no additional approximations made in the derivation equation (15).

The above equation decomposes the mean particle momentum, 
〈wp〉z , into contributions
from various mechanisms, and the mechanisms contained in (15) are a consequence of the
particle equations of motion, (3) and (4). Of interest in this work are the first and second terms
on the right hand side (15): the contribution to the vertical flux associated with the average
vertical fluid velocity sampled by the particles, and the Stokes settling velocity respectively,
as it is expected that these terms dominate the vertical settling velocity sufficiently far away
from boundaries.

The other terms, while important in certain cases, are not the main focus of this work, but
will be touched on briefly here. The third term on the right hand side arises from the average
wall normal convective acceleration of the particles, but was shown by Bragg et al. (2021a)
to be negligible in the settling regime this work is concerned with. Finally, the fourth term on
the right hand side is actually the sum of the contributions from two separate mechanisms.
They are a diffusive flux arising from the partial decoupling of particle and fluid velocities
and the turbophoretic drift velocity arising from vertical variation in the turbulence intensity.
The magnitudes of these terms in a turbulent boundary layer are discussed at length in Bragg
et al. (2021a). These terms are grouped together for notational simplicity as they are not the
main focus of the paper.

As mentioned previously, the primary concern of this work is related to the estimate of
the average settling velocity in the logarithmic region of a turbulent boundary layer (i.e.
z+ > 100). In this layer, the gradients of mean properties are relatively weak, so to leading
order, we expect that for particles with low to moderate inertia, the dominant contribution
to the vertical flux is associated with the fluid velocities sampled by the particles. However,
for St → 0 (where St is a Stokes number based on an integral scale of the flow), we expect
particles to exactly follow fluid streamlines, so particles become passive tracers. Likewise,
in the limit of St → ∞, the particle trajectories are no longer correlated with the flow. Thus,
in these limits and particles uniformly sample flow velocities.

Since 〈u p〉z depends on both flow properties and particle properties, it is not known a
priori, so it must be estimated. Bragg et al. (2012a) discusses several models in detail and
their underlying assumptions. For this work, we use the following closure approximation for
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the fluid velocity sampled by the particle (Reeks 1992):


〈u p〉z = −τp
∂

∂z
(λ
) − τpγ 
 (16)

where in the limit of a steady andhorizontally homogeneousflowγ (z) andλ(z) (the functional
dependence is suppressed in (16)) are functions that depend on the two-point, two-time
correlations of the fluid velocity along particle trajectories:

τpλ = 〈zu p(z, t)〉, (17)

τpγ = −〈z
∂u p
∂z (z, t)〉, (18)

where the accumulated vertical displacement due to the fluid velocities sampled by the fluid
over its path from a time t1 to the measurement time t is written as:

z =
∫ t

t1
u p(z, t; s) 1

τp

(
1 − e(s−t)/τp

)
ds. (19)

Equation (17) is interpreted as the correlation between changes in the vertical position of the
particles and the velocities they sample along their trajectories, whereas (18) is the correlation
between changes in the vertical position of the particles and the local fluid velocity gradients
sampled along the particle trajectory. Bragg et al. (2012a) discusses how the different model-
ing approaches all have the form of (16) but differ in the details regarding how γ (z) and λ(z)
are defined. These differences, while of interest from the perspective of mathematical rigor,
are not important for the present study. As we will show in Sect. 4, γ plays an important role
in balancing the gravitational accelerations (Skartlien 2007).

The utility of (16) as a representation of the average sampled velocities is that it effec-
tively replaces the average fluid velocity sampled by the particle as a sum of two terms,
one proportional to the concentration gradient (the second term on the right hand side), as
is usual in phenomenological turbulence models, and a drift term that is proportional to the
concentration itself, discussed below. This representation is useful in the limit of homoge-
neous turbulence in the absence of net particle sources or sinks and when the particles have
been in the flow for long enough to reach a statistical equilibrium. In this case, the average
particle concentration gradients (and diffusivity gradients) are necessarily zero, and only the
drift term, γ , survives. This is because in such a flow, there would be no effect to break the
translational symmetry of the system. In a boundary layer, the boundary itself breaks the
translational symmetry, and so even in the quasi-homogeneous region of a boundary layer,
the concentration gradient will not be identically zero. It can however be small because the
flow is locally homogeneous, meaning that the translational symmetry breaking is coming
from the far-field effect of the boundaries, not the near-field effect of local gradients in the
flow. As discussed in Bragg et al. (2021a), this drift term captures the preferential sweeping
mechanism (Maxey 1987; Wang and Stock 1993) that generates enhanced particle settling
speeds even in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, as observed in numerous studies such as
Rosa et al. (2016) and Good et al. (2014). By comparison, a model that tries to represent

〈u p〉z using only an eddy diffusivity closure (i.e. no drift term), such as that described in the
next section, would never be able to represent the enhanced particle settling in the absence
of gradients of the particle concentration, since the underlying assumption is that turbulent
transport is driven by mean gradients. The closure presented in (16) attempts to capture such
enhancement in this limit.

Justification for the above closure can be made based on several technical considerations.
The underlying assumption is that the fluid velocities sampled by the particles form a random
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process that is correlated in time. Generally speaking, for a non-Gaussian process, the statis-
tics of the process are described by its infinite number of cumulants. This means that in the
limit of a non-Gaussian process, the right hand side of Eq. (16) would have infinitely many
terms, each corresponding to cumulants of different order (e.g. see the discussion in Reeks
1991). While the series may be asymptotic, computing all of the important contributions is
not easy in practice, and the number of terms that should be retained in the series is not known
a-priori. However, if the fluid velocities sampled by the particles form a Gaussian process, all
cumulants are identically zero except those of second order, leaving behind only the terms
written in (16) (Reeks 1991), thereby incurring no additional error. We will discuss this more
in Sect. 4.

Note that in (16), the coefficient λ(z) appears inside the derivative, so broadly speaking,
(16) can be interpreted as a generalized eddy-diffusivity closure with an explicit drift compo-
nent. Upon expanding the terms in the derivative, it becomes clear that we are representing
the average sampled velocities as the sum of an eddy-diffusivity termwith diffusivity τpλ(z),
and a drift term:


〈u p〉z = −τpλ
∂


∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusive term

− τp

(
γ + ∂λ

∂z

)



︸ ︷︷ ︸
Drift term

, (20)

As a brief summary, the equation which predicts the total enhanced settling velocity 〈wp〉z
(or alternatively the total vertical flux whenmultiplied by 
) is rewritten below in terms of the
number concentration and its vertical gradient. To arrive at this equation, the decomposition
of the sampled velocities, (20), was substituted into and (15), which gives the vertical number
flux (
〈wp〉z) in terms of an advection–diffusion equation where the diffusivities and the drift
coefficients are functions of λ, τp , S, and vg:


〈wp〉z = −( τpλ︸︷︷︸
(1)

+τpS)
∂


∂z
− vg

Total correction
︷ ︸︸ ︷⎛

⎜⎜⎜
⎝
1 + τpγ

vg
+ τp

vg

∂λ

∂z
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

+τp

vg

∂S

∂z

⎞

⎟⎟⎟
⎠


. (21)

We can see that writing the equation for the vertical flux in this way highlights the fact that
the drift coefficient, γ , gradients of the variable diffusivity λ, and vertical particle velocity
variance S, act as a correction to the Stokes settling velocity. Thus, the problem of modeling
the vertical flux, 
〈wp〉z , now comes down to computing 
, as well as the statistical correla-
tions S, λ(z), and γ (z). For the work in this manuscript, we are concerned with only the λ

and γ terms, since we will show that in several cases S∂z
 is roughly balanced by 
∂z S in
the interior of the computational domain.

3.2 Estimating � and �

Our approach is to use the sampled velocities and concentration fields computed by the direct
numerical simulations paired with a simple model for the diffusivity, λ, in order to compute
a residual. We then argue that due to the statistical behaviour of the sampled velocities
(discussed in the next section), the residual of the computed sampled velocities and the
diffusive term is meaningful and corresponds to an added drift component, γ , that occurs
because of preferential sweeping and turbulence inhomogeneity.
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The simplemodelwewill use forλ is given in Skartlien (2007), and arises by assuming that
the turbulence is approximately locally homogeneous (Skartlien 2007; Zhang et al. 2023).
Using this formulation, the diffusivity is computed as:

τpλ = 〈w2〉
(

τ 2L

τp

)
1

1 + τL
τp

, (22)

where 〈w2〉 is themean squared vertical velocity of theflowand τL is theLagrangian timescale
of the turbulence (the time overwhich turbulentmotions are correlated). There are corrections
to this approach that include the influence of mean shear (see Skartlien 2007 for an example
of a mean shear correction in homogeneous turbulence), but these terms can be ignored
when considering horizontally homogeneous systems such as a turbulent boundary layer. To
estimate τL , we use the model for an open channel turbulent boundary layer presented in
Oesterlé and Zaichik (2004), which is:

τL = −κz

uτ

〈uw〉
〈w2〉 . (23)

Both 〈uw〉 and 〈w2〉 can be estimated by appealing to standard wall models such as those
presented in Smits et al. (2011), Kunkel and Marusic (2006), Marusic et al. (1997), but in
our work, these qunatities are instead computed from the DNS data. For a simpler empirical
fit to the data, one could alternatively use the model presented in Sikovsky (2019). It is also
important to note that the definition of τL is dependent only on fluid properties, so in the one-
way coupled limit, τL is not a function of the Stokes number or the settling velocity parameter.
Thus, any effect on the particle transport by gravity is captured in the drift coefficient γ .

Strictly speaking, the correlation timescale over the Lagrangian particle trajectory, τLp ,
which depends on height, the particle’s Stokes number, and the settling velocity parameter,
naturally occurs in the definition of λ. Commonmodels for τLp take inertia and the Stokes set-
tling velocity into account independently, which are competing mechanisms in some regimes
(Good et al. 2014). Berk and Coletti (2021) describes a model for τLp that takes the particle
Stokes settling into account, and is based on the crossing trajectories mechanism (Csanady
1963). Using their model, it can be shown that in the limit of a small Stokes settling velocity
compared to the vertical root-mean-square velocity, the correlation time along the particle
trajectory is identical to the Lagrangian correlation timescale at leading order with a correc-
tion proportional to (Sv+)2. In the current work, the Stokes settling velocities are roughly an
order of magnitude smaller than the root-mean-square velocity, meaning that τLp is within
1% of τL . Thus, we approximate τLp using τL for the purposes of computing λ.

Alternatively, Wang and Stock (1993) derive an empirical model for yet a different cor-
relation timescale as a function of only particle inertia. Their model relies on the notion that
at vanishing inertia, the correlation time along the particle trajectory is identically τL , while
in the limit of large inertia, the timescale is the Eulerian integral timescale. Oesterlé and
Zaichik (2004) comment that for an open channel turbulent boundary layer, the ratio of the
Lagrangian and Eulerian integral timescales is roughly 0.8 at the channel centre, indicating
that these timescales are roughly equivalent. Since the variation of the correlation timescale
due to inertia does not vary significantly, we choose to use τL in (23). Furthermore, Bragg
et al. (2012b) discusses the implications and associated errors by using τL instead of τLp
when modeling λ and γ in a synthetic boundary layer flow. They note that in spite of the
errors associated with assuming τLp ≈ τL , estimates of γ and λ relative to equivalent particle
tracking experiments are still better than thosemade assuming a passive scalar approximation
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(which is equivalent to ignoring the drift term), and the magnitudes of those errors tend to
decrease in the interior of their domain.

Finally, with an estimate for the diffusivity, λ, we can compute the residual between 〈u p〉z
and the diffusive term, which will be our estimate for the drift coefficient γ :

τpγ = −τp




∂

∂z
λ
 − 〈u p〉z . (24)

It should be noted that different expressions for γ exist, but they are written in terms of
statistical correlations which can be hard to compute in practice (Bragg et al. 2012a; Reeks
2021). To our knowledge, nomodel for γ exists that can bewritten in terms of easily computed
quantities in a turbulent boundary layer, as there is for λ.

3.3 Phenomenological Eddy-Diffusivity Approach

In large scale weather prediction models, as well as regional and global climate models, it
is not feasible to represent the astronomical number of individual aerosols and particles in a
Lagrangian frame of reference due to computational restrictions. Through there are hybrid
methods to track Lagrangian parcels of air such as NOAA’s HYSPLIT model, particles are
often instead modelled as continua in an Eulerian framework and often represent a broad size
class of particles, such as those less than 10 µm (called PM10). This is an approach known
as a bulk scheme (Jenkins et al. 2022). There are several other varieties such as sectional and
modal schemes, and more information about these and their usage can be found in Kukkonen
et al. (2012).

In these kinds of Eulerian frameworks, the concentration of various species follows an
advection–diffusion equation according to mass conservation. In the following section, we
provide the mathematical details for an interpretation of the enhanced vertical velocity by
turbulence; one that makes several phenomenological assumptions about the impact of the
turbulence. In the limit of horizontal homogeneity and stationarity,mass concentration obeys:

∂

∂z

(
−K (z)

∂C

∂z
− vgC

)
= 0, (25)

where the first term in the brackets comes from assuming that the turbulent flux of the
tracer can represented by an eddy diffusivity closure, and the second term represents the flux
associated with the Stokes settling velocity. Integrating this equation with respect to height,
we arrive at the following:

− K (z)
∂C

∂z
− vgC = F, (26)

where F represents the net mass flux which is constant with height.
The equation can be solved to reveal:

F + vgC(z) = (
F + vgC0

)
e−vg R, (27)

where C0 is a reference concentration at a height δ0, and R is interpreted as a resistance to
transport:

R =
∫ z

δ

dz′

K (z′)
, (28)

which has dimensions of time over length. As an example, to recover the familiar Rouse
profile (Rouse 1937), the turbulent flux is assumed to exactly balance the flux due to Stokes
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settling, implying F = 0, and the tracer is assumed to respond instantaneously to the eddy
velocities (i.e. in the limit of vanishing inertia). This allows us to use the familiar log-layer
assumption for the eddy diffusivity K (z) = κuτ z (assuming a turbulent Schmidt number of
one), where κ is the Von Karman constant.

For net deposition conditions, F < 0 but is constant with height. Understanding that we
can write F = −vd(z)C(z), where vd is known as the deposition velocity at height z, we
recover:

vd =
vg

(
1 − C0

C(z)e
−vg R

)

1 − e−vg R
. (29)

Note that vd and 〈wp〉z actually correspond to the same quantity; the average vertical velocity
of the particles. However, different notation is intentionally chosen so as to differentiate
between the phenomenological model for the the average vertical velocity of the particles,
which we call vd , and the phase space model for this quantity, which we denote by 〈wp〉z .

A consequential assumption of the above model is that the turbulent flux of particles is
represented by the eddy-diffusivity closure:

〈cw〉 ≈ −K (z)
∂C

∂z
, (30)

where c is the fluctuating particle concentration. From the discussion in the previous section,
we know that the flux of particles by the sampled turbulent velocities should actually be
governed by the sum of a drift term proportional to the concentration, as well as a term
proportional to gradient of the concentration (for low and moderate Stokes number). Thus,
the closure shown in (30) is a phenomenological assumption.

Another assumption comes from the representation of the diffusivity K (z) itself, and by
extension, R. R is typically parameterized in terms of how different mechanisms in the lower
atmosphere affect the collection efficiency of inertial particles (Emerson et al. 2020). These
collection efficiencies are functions of the land use category in question. Several examples
include forest canopies, deserts, tundras, open water, and fields (Farmer et al. 2021). The
primary purpose of this paper is not to modify existing parameterizations of the resistance,
but to comment on how a phenomenological model compares to that of a first principles
model. To that end, we use a form of the resistance which includes only the effects of
turbulence and inertia. In its simplest form, we write the normalized resistance as a sum
of the aerodynamic resistance and what is known as the surface resistance (Zhang 2001)
(ignoring Brownian diffusion and interception, more on this below):

uτ R = uτ Ra + uτ

(
St+

α + St+
)−β

, (31)

where Ra is known as the aerodynamic resistance and takes the form:

Ra = 1

κuτ

log

(
z

δ0

)
, (32)

where α and β are positive constants that depend on the land use category (Zhang 2001),
δ0 is taken to be the maximum height of the buffer layer, and z is the height at which the
deposition velocity is to be calculated. In this simplified model, the second term on the right
hand side of (31) parameterizes the impact of inertia on the resistance. It is important to
note that in operational models, there are other terms that should be included in (31). For
example, it is known that Brownian diffusion affects the deposition of particles of various
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sizes (Seinfeld and Pandis 1998; Emerson et al. 2020) for land use types without collectors
(such as leaves, trees, grass). However, deposition enhancement by Brownian diffusion is
only significant for particles much smaller than 0.1 µm, which translates to St+ < 10−4

for our DNS so it is ignored for simplicity. Furthermore, for surfaces which have collectors,
their impact on the deposition must be taken into account in operational models, and this is
done through a process known as interception. It turns out that the contribution to the total
deposition velocity by interception is much smaller in magnitude than both the contribution
by impaction and by the Stokes settling velocity anyways (Farmer et al. 2021), and is therefore
ignored in (31). Thus, the simplest model to which we can compare DNS results to is simply
to include a model for impaction (i.e. the second term on the right hand side of (31)). In the
limit of St+ → 0, the second term above takes a form proportional to (St+)−β indicating
that R → ∞. In this limit, the model shown in (29) says that vd → vg which is what is
expected in the limit of small St+. In the limit of St+ → ∞, the overall resistance at a
height z approaches a constant value. According to (29), since vg is coupled to St+ through
the constancy of g, this implies that again vd → vg , which is the correct relationship in the
ballistic limit.

Note that (29) is implicitly a function of the local concentration. In order to estimate the
deposition velocity from (33), we will assume that C(z) 
 C0 (i.e. we are assuming that the
second term in the numerator of (29) is negligible compared to unity):

vd = vg

1 − e−vg R
. (33)

This is not strictly necessary, but as C0/C(z) approaches zero, this implies that the concen-
tration at the measuring height z is much larger than the reference concentration, the second
term in the numerator of (29) becomes small compared to unity. Mathematically speaking,
this limit corresponds to the maximum enhancement predicted by the phenomenological
model. On the other hand, as C(z) → C0, the implication is that the concentration at a
measurement height z is nearly identical to the reference concentration. If this is the case
everywhere across the turbulent boundary layer, then there is no vertical variation in the
concentration profile, and mathematically, vd tends back to vg , the Stokes settling velocity.
This result is consistent within the context of this model, as the gradient-diffusion closure
implicitly assumes that all turbulent transport must be a consequence of gradients of themean
concentration. Of course this is certainly not true of real turbulent flows, e.g., homogeneous
isotropic turbulence, where enhancement is seen when the mean concentration is constant
(Maxey 1987; Wang and Maxey 1993).

As a final point, in this work, we will use “settling velocity” and “deposition velocity”
interchangeably, but in an effort to discriminate between the two approaches discussed in
the following results, we will use 〈wp〉z when referring to the settling velocity computed
from the DNS and when referring to the phase-space approach, and we will use vd when
discussing the deposition velocity associated with the phenomenological modeling approach.
Furthermore, since the particles do not change their radius over the course of the simulation,
the number concentration, denoted by 
, is linearly related to themass concentration, denoted
by C . Therefore, the number flux is also linearly related to the mass flux.

In summary, we estimate the settling velocity enhancement of inertial particles by turbu-
lence using two different methods. The first is based on an evolution equation for the particle
phase-space PDF from which we can derive an exact equation predicting the average particle
settling velocity. This equation includes two unknown terms, and we place our focus on
estimating one of them; the average sampled turbulent velocities. We expect this term to be
the main contributor to the enhanced settling velocities in interior of a turbulent boundary
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layer. Under the assumption that the turbulent velocities sampled along a particle trajectory
form a Gaussian random process, we can write the average sampled velocities as a sum of a
diffusion term and drift term. By assuming low to moderate St+ and low vg/wrms and that
the turbulence is locally homogeneous, we can use a closed form expression for the diffusion
term in conjunction with DNS data to estimate the relative importance of the drift term.

Alternatively, the second model we consider is based on a phenomenological closure
assumption which parameterizes the turbulent transport as a diffusive process only. This
model makes use of a turbulent eddy diffusivity which is parameterized in terms of empirical
models of the aerodynamic and inertial resistance, calibrated to observations over different
land use categories.

4 Results

4.1 Settling velocity enhancement for Numerical Experiment 1

We will begin the analysis and comparison by briefly highlighting the main characteristics
of the flow statistics and the cases in Numerical Experiment 1 (shown in Table 1). Figure2a
shows the mean horizontal velocity profile for Reτ = 630, Fig. 2b shows the components
of the velocity variance and the vertical momentum flux, and finally Fig. 2c shows the
Lagrangian correlation timescale as a function of the vertical coordinate. We can see that the
DNS reproduces the theoretical laminar sub-layer and log layer scalings, and the velocity
variances and vertical momentum flux are in good agreement with past work on turbulent
open channel flows at similar Reynolds number (Marchioli et al. 2008). Furthermore, the
Lagrangian correlation timescale tends to take on a nearly constant value over the laminar
sub-layer, and begins to increase as a function of the vertical coordinate for roughly z+ > 100.

Figure3a–c show the DNS-computed settling velocity (dashed curves), the sum of the
average sampled velocities and the Stokes settling velocity (solid curves) and the sum of
the diffusive flux and turbophoretic terms (dot-dashed curves) for St+ = 0.1, 10 and 100
respectively and for all three values of Sv+ for each. The third term on the right hand side of
(15) has been omitted as it is known to be negligible. First, we will focus on the cases with
St+ = 10, Fig. 3b, as it clearly shows the role of each settling mechanism. We can identify
that the overall settling enhancement relative to the Stokes settling velocity decreases as

Fig. 2 Panel a shows the mean horizontal velocity profile computed from the DNS overlaid with the theo-
retical viscous sub-layer and log layer profiles. Panel b shows the components of velocity variance and the
vertical momentum flux normalized by u2τ . Panel c shows the Lagrangian correlation timescale, equation (23)
highlighting its increasing nature in the log layer
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Sv+ is increased. Within the interior of the domain, (about 100 < z+ < 500) the grouped
diffusive flux and the turbophoretic drift terms are negligible for all cases except the case with
the lowest Sv+, which begins to increase with height implying an upward tendency, though
it is weak. Though these terms are implicitly dependent on the particle velocities (and thus
Sv+), they are explicitly dependent on St+, so by increasing Sv+, the relative contribution
in the boundary layer decreases. Therefore, we can see that the decreased turbulent settling
velocity must come from the reduction in the difference between the sampled velocities and
the Stokes settling velocities as Sv+ is increased.

For St+ = 0.1, Fig. 3a, the settling velocity in the interior is well approximated by the
sum of the Stokes settling velocity and the average velocity sampled by the particles, as this
was the dominant balance at low Stokes number, pointed out by Bragg et al. (2021a) since all
other terms in (15) are proportional to St+. By comparison, adequate representation of the
average settling velocity for St+ = 100, Fig. 3c, requires the inclusion of all terms in (15)
(aside from the term including 〈wp〉2). Thus, to fully model the settling velocity at St+ = 100
at the current Reτ , a separate model of the diffusive flux and the turbophoretic drift term (or
equivalently of the turbophoresis and the particle fluctuating covariance tensor) is required.
Since the goal of this work is to compare models of the sampled velocities (〈u p〉z), we will
not comment on models of these quantities, but refer the reader to Zhang et al. (2023) for a
detailed discussion. These profiles imply that the traditional view of preferential sweeping
from Wang and Maxey (1993) is modified as Sv+ is varied independently from St+, which
is also discussed and highlighted in Good et al. (2014). The modification to the traditional
picture of preferential sweeping for a given St+ due to Sv+ is demonstrated conceptually in
Fig. 4.

As a settling inertial particle approaches an eddy, the particle is preferentially swept to
the downward side of the eddy, meaning that inertial particles will preferentially sample
negative velocities. For a fixed St+, increasing Sv+ implies an increase in the Stokes settling
velocity. This means that in one relaxation timescale, a particle travels a distance (normalized
by wall units) δ ≈ gτ 2puτ /ν. This distance is only approximate because the speed at which
the particle enters a given eddy is actually a function of its history, as it was presumably
accelerated by eddies that it had previously encountered. Thus, for a fixed St+, increasing
Sv+ allows the inertial particle to penetrate deeper into a given eddy before it can relax to the
local flow conditions. Though the exact form of a turbulent eddy is not known, models (Pullin

Fig. 3 Profiles of the averaged settling velocity (dashed curves), the averaged fluid velocity sampled by the
particle (solid curves), and the averaged diffusive flux and turbophoretic drift terms (dot-dashed curves) for
St+ = 0.1, 10, and 100 in panels a–c respectively. Information for the cases shown can be found in Table 1.
Recall that the diffusive flux and the turbophoretic drift terms are grouped together
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Fig. 4 The modification of preferential sweeping due to the variation in Sv+ at constant St+. The top left
corner is a prototypical relationship between the velocity of a turbulent eddy and the radial distance away
from its center. The middle and rightmost panel show a turbulent eddy of size � (outline by the dashed curve),
and the qualitative velocity distribution denoted by red arrows within. The particle (the red circle) follows the
trajectory denoted by the solid curved arrow. For a given low to moderate Stokes number and Sv+, the particle
penetrates a certain distance into the eddy before as it relaxes to the local velocity field. It is then swept to the
downward side of the eddy. If Sv+ is increased (or alternatively g), then the particle penetrates further into
the eddy as it is settling at a higher rate. Therefore, it samples larger inner velocities

and Saffman 1998) point to turbulent eddies having velocity distributions that are inversely
proportional to the distance from the eddy core. Thus, a particle penetrating further into a
turbulent eddy samples higher velocities before it is relaxes to the local fluid velocity. This
means that, on average, particles at a given Stokes number sample higher velocities at higher
Sv+. This picture is true until the St+ is large enough that the particle trajectory becomes
uncorrelated from the fluid motion regardless of δ.

Particle-turbulence interactions in a real turbulent flow are of course much more com-
plex than those in this simple cartoon. Nevertheless, it provides some insights into how the
sampling of the flow by the particles could increase with increasing Sv+ for a given St+. It
cannot be true in general, however, because for Sv+ → ∞ the particles settle ballistically
through the eddies and there is no preferential sweeping.

4.2 Modeling the Fluid Velocity Sampled by the Particle

In the following sections, we use a combination of the DNS data and the model in (22)
to estimate the magnitudes of the terms in (16) as well as their behaviour with respect to
St+ and Sv+. Recall that the base assumption regarding the applicability of (16) is that
the vertical component of the sampled velocities are normally distributed about their mean
value (Skartlien 2007). In Fig. 5, we use the skewness and kurtosis of the distributions
of sampled velocities to assess their statistical behaviour with height. To compute these
quantities with height, we break the domain into slabs of thickness z+ = 10, and for all
particles within a given slab, we compute the skewness (dashed curves) and kurtosis (solid
curves) of distributions of sampled velocities. We have also denoted the skewness (zero) and
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Fig. 5 Profiles of the skewness and kurtosis of sampled velocities in slabs of thickness z+ = 10, for St+ = 0.1
in panel a, St+ = 10 in panel b, and St+ = 100 in panel c. Each curve color corresponds to each value of
Sv+. Dashed black line is zero skewness, and the solid black line is a kurtosis of 3

kurtosis (three) of a normal distribution with the dashed and solid black lines respectively
for comparison.

We can see that for all cases, the kurtosis of the distributions vary significantly near the
upper and lower boundaries, but the actual values depend relatively weakly on St+ and Sv+.
This indicates that the non-Gaussianity of the velocities sampled by the particles ismainly due
to non-Gaussianity of the underlying fluid velocity field, rather than being due to a biased
sampling of the velocity field due to particle inertia. The PDFs (not shown) indicate that
the deviations of the kurtosis from the value for a Gaussian distribution are both due to the
sampled velocities exhibiting an enhanced probability of low and high values relative to those
for a Gaussian PDF, i.e. the PDF of the sampled velocities are more peaked around zero and
have heavier tails than a Gaussian PDF. Nevertheless, within the interior of the domain, the
statistics are close to those of a normal distribution, though they are slightly positively skewed
and are slightly leptokurtic. Furthermore, it is clear that there is variation in the statistics with
height within the interior with increasing St+ and Sv+, but these differences are relatively
small, especially compared to those near the boundaries. Thus, using these plots, we arrive at
the conclusion that within the interior of the domain, say 100 < z+ < 500, the interpretation
that the residual in Eq. (24) represents the drift coefficient is justified. Comparatively, since
the distributions are strongly leptokurtic within several wall units of the lower and upper
boundaries, Eq. (24) cannot be interpreted as a the drift coefficient in these regions.

Next, using the DNS data, we can calculate τL using (23) to determine both the integral
Stokes number, St, as well as the diffusivity, τpλ (i.e. there is no need for the residual in (22)).
These quantities are shown in Fig. 6a and b respectively. We can see that across the interior
of the domain (say in the range 100 < z+ < 500), the range of the integral Stokes number
for a given St+ is less than an order of magnitude. Recall that since τL is only a function of
fluid properties, cases with fixed St+ and different Sv+ will have the same integral Stokes
number. Furthermore, we can see that by increasing St+ by a factor of 10 or 100, we also
increase St at a given height by a factor of 10 or 100.

Note that for small and moderate St+ (0.1 or 10), the integral Stokes number is less than
unity across the entire interior of the domain, suggesting only a weak decoupling of the
particle trajectories from the Lagrangian fluid trajectories there. This correlates with the fact
that the within the interior, distributions of sampled velocities are approximately Gaussian
(see Fig. 5a, b), so we should expect the closure discussed in (16) to be approximately valid
for these cases. For St+ = 100, the integral Stokes number varies from about one near the
midpoint of the domain to five near the viscous sublayer, and this is connected to the stronger
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Fig. 6 Panel a shows the integral Stokes number for St+ = 0.1, 10, and 100 and panel b shows the computed
τpλ for each St+ with Sv+ = 0.1. (dots), and a fourth order polynomial fit to each dataset (thin black line)
and the quadratic diffusivity profile using a log layer scaling from Hoppel (2005) (thick black line)

non-Gaussianity of the sampled velocities for this value of St+. Indeed, even in the context of
isotropic turbulence, the statistical properties of the flow sampled by the particles is a strong
function of the particle inertia, with moderately inertial particles avoiding the most extreme
fluctuations in the flow, while weakly and strongly inertial particles sample the flow more
uniformly (Ireland et al. 2016).

Given our model for τL , we can now use 〈w2〉 to compute τpλ, which can be interpreted
as the diffusivity for the “gradient" based part of the closure. Shown in 6b are values of τpλ

computed by the DNS for all cases at Sv+ = 0.1 in Numerical Experiment 1, and these are
plotted as circular markers. A fourth order polynomial fit in the region 40 < z+ < 600 is
overlaid on the data. This interval was chosen to avoid non-physical boundary effects. Recall
that since λ is only a function of fluid properties (τL and 〈w2〉), as well as the relaxation
timescale (τp), changes in Sv+ due to changes in g will not change the profile of λ.

The choice to use a fourth order model is arbitrary, but qualitatively speaking, other
common forms of the scalar and momentum diffusivities in phenomenological closures often
take similar even order polynomial forms. For example, for a neutrally stratified turbulent
boundary layerwith a logarithmicmean velocity profile, a quadraticmodel for themomentum
diffusivity can be easily derived to be Kq(z) = κuτ z

(
1 − z

H

)
(Fischer 1973; Hoppel 2005).

This profile is plotted on Fig. 6b as a thick black curve. Furthermore, for an unstable planetary
boundary layer, scalar diffusivities are often represented by polynomials of fractional order in
the vertical coordinate (Holtslag and Moeng 1991; Wyngaard and Brost 1984), and a similar
approach was taken by Nissanka et al. (2018) who used a blend of linear and cubic scalar
diffusivity profiles to model particle dispersion within the marine atmospheric boundary
layer. Often, for the bottom 100m of the ABL, it is common to take a diffusivity which is
linear in height (see Kantha and Clayson 2000 for example).

We can see fromFig. 6b that τpλ for St+ = 0.1 approaches the diffusivity profile predicted
by a quadratic log layer scaling discussed above. This is a consequence of the particles acting
as passive scalars in the low St+ limit. It is known in that in this limit, the drift coefficient
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Fig. 7 A comparison of the magnitude of terms that make up the drift coefficient. Profiles of τpγ /vg are

presented in panels a–c and profiles of
τp
vg

∂λ
∂z are presented in panels d–f, and their sums are presented in

panels g–i. Each curve within a panel corresponds to a different Sv+, while each column corresponds to a
different St+

takes the form:

γ = −∂λ

∂z
, (34)

thus (16) only contains the gradient diffusion term. This is known as the passive scalar
approximation (Bragg et al. 2012b). Further increasing St+ to 10 or 100, we decrease the
diffusivity relative to the theoretical functional form. According to (17) (the definition of λ),
this must come from the fact that the vertical displacements of the particles associated with
the sampled velocities become smaller.

Using the estimate for τpλ from Fig. 6b, the known number concentration 
, and averaged
sampled velocities 〈u p〉z from the DNS, we can estimate the residual from Eq. (24) to help us
to understand what γ ought to be for Eq. (16) to adequately represent the sampled velocities.
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Fig. 8 Profiles of the drift component of (20) are presented in panelsa–c and profiles of the diffusive component
of (20) are presented in panels d–f. Each curve within a panel corresponds to a different Sv+, while each
column corresponds to a different St+. Data smoothing has been applied to the concentration profiles to in
order to smooth the derivatives

Furthermore, we can compare this to ∂λ
∂z to identify the dominant contribution to the drift

term. These quantities are plotted in Fig. 7.
By virtue of the the fact that τL is a fluid property, the definition of λwe use in this work is

not a function of Sv+. Thus, dependence on Sv+ should be encapsulated within the residual
in (24), γ . Profiles of τpγ /vg for each St+ are shown in Fig. 7a–c, while profiles of τp

vg

∂λ
∂z

are shown in Fig. 7d–f, and profiles of their sums are shown in Fig. 7g–i. We can see that
for St+ = 0.1, the terms in the drift component nearly cancel eachother out (in Fig. 7a, d),
leading to relatively small changes to the Stokes settling velocity in Fig. 7g. These results are
consistent with the passive scalar approximation discussed earlier (equation (34)), which is
appropriate in the limit St → 0. By increasing St+ to 10 in Fig. 7b, e, and h, the dependence
of τpγ on Sv+ within the interior is much stronger. The result is that the enhancement of
the Stokes settling velocity due to the drift is increased by 200-400% for Sv+ = 0.025 and
roughly 100% for Sv+ = 0.25, shown in Fig. 7h. This means that to adequately model
enhanced settling, inclusion of the drift coefficient γ as well as its dependence on Sv+ in
a model is imperative, especially for moderate Stokes number. Lastly, we can see that the
behaviour of the γ profiles becomes more complex for St+ = 100, shown in Fig. 7c, f, and
i. Specifically, we can see that in the range z+ < 200, where we know that the kurtosis
of the distributions are close to three (see Fig. 5c), the total drift coefficient is actually
negative, indicating that in this region, the effective Stokes settling velocity (i.e. the total
drift contribution on the right hand side of (21) associated with γ and λ) is actually reduced,
and this effect tends to decrease with increasing Sv+.

Next, with detailed information about λ and γ in hand, we plot the components of the total
flux that are due only to the sampled velocities and the Stokes settling velocity, i.e. Equation
(21) but only including to terms highlighted by the under braces. The drift components
are shown in Fig. 8a–c and the diffusion components are shown in Fig. 8d–f. Each column
corresponds to a value of St+ while each curve corresponds to a specific value of Sv+.
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The primary finding here is that the drift contribution implied by the DNS is in fact up
to an order of magnitude more important than the diffusion component (ignoring the terms
including S in (21)) for moderate St+ and high Sv+, shown in Fig. 8b and e, and this must
come from the enhancement by preferential sweeping. This difference decreases as Sv+ is
decreased since the diffusion component tends to increase inmagnitude overall, probably due
to the crossing trajectory effect, while the drift coefficient decreases in magnitude overall. It
is sensible for the drift coefficient to decrease in magnitude in the limit of Sv+ → 0 since
in this limit, there is no net downward flux and on average particles begin to sample upward
motions as frequently as downward motions within the interior. On the other hand, for both
high and low St+, the drift component and the diffusion components are at least comparable
in magnitude within the interior of the domain.

Roughly speaking, we can see that as the Stokes number increases, the magnitude of the
diffusive profiles within the interior for all Sv+ increases by a factor of 3 to 10 (depending
on Sv+) between St+ = 0.1 and 10, while the differences between the diffusive profiles for
St+ = 10 and St+ = 100 are not nearly as large. On the other hand, the overall magnitude
of the drift coefficient reaches a peak at the moderate Stokes number. It is interesting to note
that in Fig. 8d, the diffusion for the Sv+ = 0.025 case actually has the lowest magnitude and
the lowest drift, implying that the averaged sampled velocities begin to approach zero in the
passive scalar limit.

These results indicate that an understanding of the parametric behaviour of the drift cor-
rection is imperative for adequate representation of the fluid velocities sampled by the particle
in the log layer for low and moderate Stokes number. These are important observations since
for phenomenological modeling efforts, the entirety of the turbulent flux is assumed to be
encoded in an eddy diffusivity closure, but it is clear that in the moderate St+ limit, the
majority of the settling velocity enhancement actually comes from the drift component, and
the magnitude and structure of the drift strongly depends on both St+ and Sv+. We discuss
these implications next.

4.3 Deposition Velocity According to the Phenomenological Approach

Prior to the usage of the closure for the sampled vertical fluid velocities in (16), the phase-
space approach outlined in Sect 3.2 is exact, in the sense that it introduces no additional
assumptions about either the particle or fluid dynamics aside from those already in the equa-
tions of motion themselves (Bragg et al. 2021a). However, it is very general and identifying
opportunities for modeling simplification can be quite challenging for weather and dispersion
applications. Therefore, it is useful to discuss the results from the DNS data in terms of a
phenomenological model which is similar to an approach used ubiquitously throughout the
atmospheric deposition literature. As a reminder, the phenomenological model interprets all
turbulent transport as purely diffusive, and ignores any potential drift component.

In this section, our goal is to compare the DNS data from the cases highlighted in Table
2 (Numerical Experiment 2) with the phenomenological model presented in Eq. (33). First,
Fig. 9a shows the settling velocity enhancement for Numerical Experiment 1 (� is varied)
as filled markers, and the settling velocity enhancement of Numerical Experiment 2 (two
values of constant �) as asterisk markers, all evaluated at a height of z+ = 180. The com-
mon behaviour is that there is a maximum in the settling enhancement somewhere in the
neighborhood of St+ = 10 (St in the range of 0.1 to 1 according to Fig. 6) for all cases,
which qualitatively agrees with past studies on the settling velocity enhancement of inertial
particles (Wang andMaxey 1993; Rosa et al. 2016). However, for cases at constant� (Numer-
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Fig. 9 The settling velocity enhancement plotted against St+ at z+ = 180, panel a, and the normalized
resistance computed from the DNS plotted against St+ at z+ = 180, panel b. Data from cases in Table 1 are
plotted as filled markers. Data from cases in table 2 are plotted as stars. The resistance model from Zhang
(2001) with α = 50 and β = 1.7 is included on panel b

ical Experiment 2; asterisks), the enhancement is sustained at very low St+, suggesting that
the velocities sampled by the particles tend to become more important in determining the
enhancement at such low Sv+. It has been shown previously in a turbulent channel flow that
for Sv+ in the neighborhood of 10−3 or 10−4, that the magnitude of Sv+ does not play a
significant role in the dynamics of the particles outside a very small region near the bottom
boundary (Bragg et al. 2021b), so the dominant effect leading to settling enhancement is
the preferential sweeping by turbulent eddies. In these cases, distributions of the sampled
velocities tend to converge around the same value when normalized by the Stokes settling
velocity (not shown).

Figure9b shows the resistance, R, back calculated using (33) assuming that vd = 〈wp〉z
for all cases in numerical experiments 1 and 2 as well as the theoretical curve from Zhang
(2001) using α = 50 and β = 1.7. We can see that as � becomes smaller (denoted by cases
marked with asterisks), the data begins to approach this empirical curve in the low St+ range,
whereas when � becomes large (denoted by cases marked with solid markers), it is clear that
the data diverges from empirical curve in this same range. Different models for the inertial
resistance such as those from Slinn and Slinn (1980), Giorgi (1986), Zhang (2001), Emerson
et al. (2020) will change the slope of this curve in the low St+ range, but as far as we are
aware, none of these models attempt to define the variation in slope as a function of �, even
though we have demonstrated that it matters. Furthermore, as the Stokes number increases,
the data points tend to group together and approach the asymptotic aerodynamic resistance
component. In the model from Hoppel (2005), this corresponds to the resistance acquiring a
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constant value, leading to negligible velocity enhancement as St+ increases, which our DNS
qualitatively agrees with.

An important point to mention is that the empirically determined constants which charac-
terize the aerodynamic resistance (α and β) were calibrated to datameasured under Earth-like
conditions. Thus, the resistance parameterization is expected to accurately model conditions
which are relevant to that environment. For example, under normal neutral atmospheric
boundary layer conditions on earth, we expect uτ to take values in the neighborhood of 10
cm/s to 1m/s (see Vickers et al. 2015 for example), and since g and ν are roughly constant,�
takes on values between 10−4 and 10−1. This observation may explain why when � is close
to this estimated range, the data tends to approach the empirical curve, while for � out of this
range, the data appears to diverge from this relationship. This observation also means that we
should not necessarily expect the empirical curve to match the DNS data quantitatively for
the experiments in Table 1, or more generally, environments where � significantly diverges
from the geophysically relevant range. Consequently, by over-estimating the resistance, uτ R,
we under-estimate the overall deposition velocity for low and moderate Stokes number.

Furthermore, if we interpret impact of the turbulence on the vertical transport as having
a drift component in addition to the a diffusion component, as we have in Sect. 4.2, then the
empirically determined constants could be inadvertently compensating for a mechanism that
is specifically ignored in the phenomenological interpretation. In an effort to demonstrate the
effect of ignoring the drift component in the phenomenological interpretation, we have com-
pared the re-scaled cases from Numerical Experiment 2 (shown in Table 2) to the theoretical
deposition velocity after solving (33), shown in Fig. 10. To re-scale these cases, we found an
equivalent friction velocity implied by our choice of � (indicated on each panel if Fig. 10)
and Earth’s gravity, and then computed the resulting deposition velocity predicted by (33).
On these plots, we have plotted the Stokes settling velocity as a function of particle radius
(the dotted lines), the deposition velocity in Eq. (29) using the resistance from Zhang (2001)
with α = 50 and β = 1.7 (blue dashed lines), as well as a modified resistance where we
have arbitrarily adjusted β to be 1.3 (red dashed curves). It is clear that the deposition model
in Eq. (29), while practically useful, is quite sensitive to the empirical parameters α and β,
and consequently, does not match the DNS data for all particle sizes, and we argue that this
is due to the interpretation that the turbulent flux ignores any drift and is purely diffusive.

Furthermore, we can see that under the Zhang (2001) resistance model, the maximally
enhanced particles at St+ = 10 (and effective radius of rp ≈ 2 − 3 µm for our DNS) is
also under-estimated, but for different reason than discussed above. According to the primary
assumption that the resistances are added together, it is clear that their minimum value is the
aerodynamic resistance Ra . However, for large � and St+ = 10, the computed resistance
is actually smaller than Ra , meaning that the enhanced settling velocity will always be
under-estimated for moderate St+ regardless of the choice of α and β. This means that the
resistance-based parameterization in its current form is inadequate to describe deposition
of particles with moderate St+ and large �. A potential approach, but beyond the scope of
the current work, would be to ascribe some Stokes number dependence on the aerodynamic
drag, which in principle makes sense, as these particles may be more efficient at extracting
momentum from the background turbulent flow.

Though it is beyond the scope of the current work, one could use the insight from the
phase-space modeling to make modifications to (26) that may help to reconcile the results
of the DNS and phenomenological model. As predicted by (21), the drift coefficient has
the effect of enhancing the settling velocity for moderately sized particles. Thus the drift
correction should have the effect of modifying the slope of the deposition curve where the
settling is enhanced. As we see in Fig. 10a, increasing the slope of the deposition curve (red
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Fig. 10 Data from Table 2 re-dimensionalized and plotted as black markers to match with standard deposition
curves fromHoppel (2005). The Stokes settling velocity as a function of particle radius is plotted by the dotted
line. The parameterization presented in Zhang (2001) using β = 1.7 and α = 50 (corresponding to a desert
or tundra setting) is plotted by the blue dashed line. A similar parameterization with β = 1.3 and α = 50
is shown by the red dashed curve. Panel a shows the case with � = 0.001 and panel b shows the case with
� = 0.0025m andwe have inlcuded the effective friction velocity implied by each value of� assuming Earth’s
gravity

dashed lines) qualitatively improves the agreement with theDNS, and aswe see in Fig. 10b, at
increased� (meaningweaker turbulence), we should expect the enhancement to beweaker. A
similar approach was taken by Giardina et al. (2019), but the correction to the Stokes settling
velocity was ad hoc, and approached the limit of vg + uτ at large St+, which according to
Fig. 3b is not true. Thus, in order to improve the predictions by the phenomenological model,
a more accurate correction to the Stokes settling velocity is necessary. Furthermore, in the
case of negligible gradients of mean properties ( ∂C

∂z ), such as for homogeneous isotropic
turbulence, we should expect the Stokes settling velocity correction to be able to reproduce
the enhanced settling velocity seen in studies such as Wang and Maxey (1993), Rosa et al.
(2016).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we have coupled settling inertial Lagrangian point particles to direct numerical
simulations of a turbulent boundary layer. Our goals were to identify how the independent
variations in Sv+ and St+ modified the preferential sweeping mechanism and to use that
insight to discuss two fundamentally different approaches to modeling the settling charac-
teristics of the inertial particles. The first approach was based on the phase-space probability
density of the ensemble of particles which allows us derive an exact formulation for the
evolution of the average number concentration and the average particle momentum, while
the second approach was a combination of a mass-conservation argument and a resistance
based approach analogous to deposition models in current operational use.

First, we found that variation in Sv+ modified the fluid velocities sampled by the particles,
thus modifying the role that preferential sweeping plays in determining the settling velocity
of the inertial particles. We hypothesize that particles with a given low or moderate St+
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but a larger Sv+ sample velocities closer to the cores of turbulent eddies leading to higher
sampled downward velocities within the interior of the domain. However, if Sv+ becomes too
large, theywould simplymove vertically through the turbulent eddies. Furthermore, when the
particles attain a large enough St+ for any Sv+, they become ballistic and uncorrelated with
the flow velocities. At this point, the velocities sampled by the particles show a negligible
variation due to changes in Sv+.

We also showed that the fluid velocities sampled by the particles were approximately
normally distributed in the log-layer. For the phase-space approach, this allowedus to interpret
the average fluid velocity sampled by the particles using a closure from Reeks (1992) that
involves a drift component proportional to the local concentration as well as a diffusion based
closure proportional to the gradient of the concentration. By focusing on the dynamics within
the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer, we were able to use both the DNS
data and an assumption that the turbulence is approximately locally homogeneous which
allowed us to constrain the diffusive and drift components of the closure. We found that
the drift component was nearly an order of magnitude larger than the diffusion closure for
moderate St+ (when preferential sweeping is expected to be active), while both components
were comparable in magnitude for the largest and smallest values of St+. Furthermore, the
drift coefficient captured the variations in the average settling velocities due to variations
in Sv+, thus capturing the modified preferential sweeping discussed in Fig. 4, whereas the
diffusion component did not.We emphasize here that the magnitude of the drift component is
nearly ten times that of the diffusion component for moderate Stokes numbers, highlighting
the importance of average particle drift.

Given the insight provided in Sect. 4.2, we considered the eddy-diffusivity assumption
(which ignores the drift component a priori) made in the phenomenological model of Hoppel
(2005). We investigated how the deposition velocity predicted by the phenomenological
approach compared to the results of the DNS. In the phenomenological model, the turbulent
transport is purely diffusive and is further parameterized in terms of the aerodynamic drag
(Slinn and Slinn 1980) and an empirical correction to the drag as a function of St+ (Zhang
2001). We found that this approach represented the enhanced vertical settling velocity from
the DNS in only a qualitative sense, but consistently underestimated the turbulent settling
velocity, or deposition velocity, relative to the DNS.We argued that representing the turbulent
transport as a purely diffusive process and ignoring net drift leads to an incorrect interpretation
of the effects of the turbulence. From the insight gained in Sect. 4.2, we hypothesized that the
empirical coefficients used to correct the for effects of the turbulence may in fact be trying to
compensate for the drift. Therefore, in order to put the phenomenological model on stronger
theoretical and physical footing, some form of drift should be included in its formulation.

It is important to note that since we are concerned with a DNS study, the Reynolds number
is fairly low, thus potentially misrepresenting the settling tendencies of the largest particles.
This is evident for the largest effective radii particles where the phenomenological model
predicts settling velocity enhancement for 10 µm particles, while the DNS does not. This
may be because the phenomenological parameterization implicitly assumes a large Reynolds
number and therefore a large range of scales, including motions such as VLSMs (Smits et al.
2011). These scales, which could be responsible for enhancing the settling speed of these
large particles (Tom and Bragg 2019), are absent from our DNS due to the relatively small
Reynolds number.

It should also be noted that models that attempt to represent particle deposition used in
mesoscale and climate modeling are even simpler than the phenomenological model dis-
cussed above. For example, see Kukkonen et al. (2012) for a comprehensive review of
deposition models in operational use for regional forecasting models in Europe. Some exam-
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ples of the deposition models in current use are a simple application of Stokes law, slightly
more complex resistance based models (Giardina and Buffa 2018; Emerson et al. 2020), and
simple gas-transfer deposition models based on Slinn and Slinn (1980). So in some sense,
the phenomenological model we have considered in this paper adheres to physics in a way
that operational models do not, as none of the previous models attempt to conserve aerosol
mass in any way and rely on empirical corrections to match existing data.

However, these models are in common use because of their simplicity. While phase-space
approach discussed in Sect. 4.2 is exact and extremely explicit in the way that it describes
the role of each individual mechanism, it is complex in a way that is likely off-putting for
many applied scientists. Thus, an attainable goal for the results in this work would be to
use the complex phase-space models to inform and approximate simpler resistance-based
models for eventual operational use. With an adequate model for γ in a turbulent boundary
layer, which itself is beyond the scope of the current work, a drift correction to the Stokes
settling velocity could be easily implemented in a modified phenomenological model. This
represents a relatively simple but more accurate approximation that could be implemented
in operational models.
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